A method for the independent assessment of the accuracy of hematology whole-blood calibrators.
An independent assessment of the accuracy with which a large manufacturer assigned values to hematologic calibrators was performed. Data were collected from 1,767 hospitals and clinics distributed over North America. Statistical analysis of the mean corpuscular volume, mean corpuscular hemoglobin, and mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration of these patient data confirmed the accuracy of the values for hemoglobin, erythrocyte count, hematocrit, and erythrocyte indices for the calibrators manufactured and released during a 9-month period. This approach proved both workable and effective in detecting inaccuracies of less than 1%. Few technologist-users have the time or the equipment to verify independently the accuracy of hematologic calibrators. The manufacturers should perform ongoing, independent assessments of the accuracy of their products. The statistical analysis of patient data provides manufacturers with a suitable method.